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Abstract
We have seen many cases where the factory system emerges and realizes higher pro-
ductivity in the process of industrialization. However, also seen in history is that other
types of production organization have kept expanding and have reached at some high per-
formance. For instance, the putting-out system rather than the factory system has some-
times been chosen in the fabric industry, where the flexibility of production and the variety
of products are especially important to respond to the fashion. This type of production
organization has prospered even during the industrialization since the 19th century, sup-
ported by the development of some modern technologies such as synthetic dyes. This
study inquires a case of the silk fabric industry in Kiryu, Gunma Prefecture, Japan. In
Kiryu, the traditional silk textile industry developed in the Tokugawa era, and the indus-
try even grew more under the putting-out system during the industrialization in Japan
since the late 19th century, because the putting-out system with synthetic dying was the
optimal combination to realize the variety of products required in the mass consumption
in the industrial society.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The putting-out system and the factory system
How did the industrialization of the silk fabric industry begin? During the process of
industrialization, how did the putting-out system function, and how was it replaced by
the factory system? Japanese scholars of economic history seriously considered these
questions in the 1950s. Many of their works during this time especially focused on the
traditional silk fabric industry, where the putting-out system eventually prevailed. These
works relied on Marxian economics,1 an approach which did not allow analysis of the
comparative efficiency among various institutions and organizations within the sector,
thus precluding a full assessment of the putting-out system and the factory system, even
though Marxian economists had strong interest in the comparative analysis of institutions.
Further, these economic history works did not explicitly distinguish the technological
choice between handlooms and power looms and the putting-out system and the factory
system. As a result, although these works contributed to our understanding of the industry
they did not provide a comparative institutional analysis of the putting-out system and the
factory system.
Another approach used in understanding the industrialization of the silk fabric indus-
try was the neoclassical economic one. This approach also relied on the idea of single-
tracked economic growth based on technological progress. Moreover, the neoclassical
approach attributes the economic development in a sector exclusively to the technologi-
cal progress implying that, again, the production organization within the sector was not
considered.
The radicals2 challenged the assumption of both the traditional Marxist and neoclas-
sical approaches that the factory system was technologically inevitable. Instead, they
argued that the factory system was preferred because it was advantaged at controlling and
monitoring workers and not necessarily associated with any technological improvement
in productivity.
This challenge led to two strings of the literature. One of them explicitly analyzed
the efficiency of capitalist organizations, a line of inquiry which eventually responded to
the challenge of the radicals. These studies found that, as the radicals asserted, the divi-
sion of labor and the hierarchical organizations that compose the centralized production
organization called the factory system were principally to control workers. However, as
Alfred Chandler, Oliver Williamson, and David Landes have pointed out, 3 the capitalist
factory system is centered at the efficient control of workers, thus linking organizational
form with technology and productivity.
The other line of research replaced the view of the radicals, by trying to reconstruct
the history of multiple-tracked economic development. Michael Piore and Charles Sable
argued that a decentralized production organization like the putting-out system which
consists of accumulated small businesses highly specialized in each process could be
1Marx (1988).
2Marglin (1974)
3Chandler (1977), Williamson (1985), Landes (1969, 1986). Saito and Abe (1987) studied Japanese cotton
weaving industry based on the research by Landes (1969).
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more efficient than a large scale factory system in “flexibility of production.”4
1.2 Return to the regional and micro analysis
The traditional approach to the stuffy of industrialization mainly focused on changes in
the micro-level of specific industries and emphasized the integral of those changes as the
“industrial revolution.” This traditional approach was altered by revisionist views of the
neoclassical approach to economic history, views which were based on the estimation of
macroeconomic performance of nations supported by neoclassical economics. Nakamura
(1983), for instance, pointed out that around 1900 the share of the traditional sector in the
Japanese economy was much greater than that of the modern sector, the sector thought
to be under a Japanese “industrial revolution. This finding led him to assert that Japan’s
industrialization was incremental rather than revolutionary. In another critique, Crafts
(1985) emphasized that the increase in total factor productivity in the modern sector was
not remarkable except for the cotton industry during the British industrial revolution.
The main implication of these works is that the modernization and growth of partic-
ular industries did not rapidly pervade the national economy, implying a relative slow
macroeconomic growth rate at the beginning of modernization. However, as we know
ex post, the early stages of industrialization of particular industries did herald important
changes in some industries, and while the leading phenomenon cannot simultaneously be
observed in the aggregate performance of the national economy, the micro-level analysis
employed long ago still provides a good understanding of these early stage developments.
However, the industrialization of the silk textile sector extends beyond the use of large
factories with a boiler — the change most focused on by the traditional approach. Hudson
(1986) found the “genesis of industrial capital” in the financing of the wool fabric indus-
try by the regional community, and Berg and Hudson (1992) called for reinterpreting
“industrial revolution” to include changes of the traditional sector in regional economies.
This point of view, in fact, has been shared by the literature on “proto-industrialization”
since Mendels (1972), which paid attention to the relation between the changes in re-
gional economies and the international market, rather than to the aggregate economic
performance of the nation state, in order to understand the beginning of the industrializa-
tion.5 The study by Tanimoto and Abe (1995) is one example of a Japanese study which
associates a changing regional economy with industrialization.
It is therefore necessary to discuss the leading changes in regional economies in or-
der to more fully understand the real process of industrialization. Moreover, it must be
recognized that the changes in regional economies leading to the industrial revolution
comprise a combination of possible choices of production organizations and technolo-
gies, rather than simply as a unique technology solution. Accordingly, the choice of pro-
duction organization between the decentralized production organization (the putting-out
system) and the centralized production (the factory system) must be distinguished from
the choice of production technology between handloom and power loom, as was in Saito
and Abe (1987). Related to this point, it is important to note that the choice of products
4Sable and Zeitlin (1985, 1997). Motivated by Sable and Zeitlin, Tanimoto (1998) studied the putting-out
system of Japanese cotton industry, focusing on the labor supply of peasants.
5Ogilvie and Cerman (1996).
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strongly affects the chosen combination of technology and organization, as Minami, Ishii
and Makino (1982) clarified.
In conclusion, the constraints on production should be decomposed, separately iden-
tifying technological ones and institutional and organizational ones. The technological
constrains define what production is technologically feasible, while institutions and orga-
nizations determine efficiency within this feasibility. Even where there exists a technol-
ogy suitable for the putting-out system, the putting-out system could still be inefficient,
for example if the manufacturer (putting-outer) and weavers (subcontractors) cheat each
other. In order for trades between the manufacturer and the weavers — who are physically
distant — to be realized, there needs to exist a mechanism that governs the trade relation-
ship.6 Efficient institutions, given technological feasibility, can be explicitly analyzed
by game-theoretic microeconomic theory. The descriptive insights of Chandler (1977),
Williamson (1985), etc. have been re-interpreted, extended and formally analyzed by
game theory and contract theory.7
1.3 Institutions and organizations in the silk fabric industry of
Kiryu
This study takes the silk fabric industry of Kiryu, Gunma Prefecture (Figure 1) in the
1900s as an interesting case to understand the efficiency of the putting-out system in a
changing traditional industry.
Following established definitions in game-theoretic institutional analysis, this study
defines an “institution” as a Nash equilibrium strategy (plan of actions) where no player
has an incentive to deviate. For instance, if any agent follows the Civil Law, then the Civil
Law is an institution. It is also a Nash equilibrium strategy only if no individual deems
it advantageous not to follow it in some circumstance. If a strategy is a Nash equilibrium
only within a restricted group of agents, not in the whole society, then the strategy and
relevant agents compose an organization. Therefore, a firm is an “organization” (since
involved are not all people in the society to which the firm belong), and the putting-out
system where the manufacturer effectively controls the subcontracting weavers is also an
organization.
Since the mid 1880s, the factory system rapidly diffused among the silk reeling, cotton
spinning, cotton weaving, and, in some regions, the silk weaving industries. However, in
Kiryu, the silk weaving industry did not adopt the factory system during this period,
but rather kept the putting-out system. Interestingly, this maintenance of the traditional
organization did not imply stagnancy in the silk fabric industry in Kiryu, in fact, the
industry production grew with the domestic demand from Tokyo. Regional macro level
data reveal that both the traditional weaving and traditional hand silk reeling grew. The
putting-out system which organized hand loom weavers continued to dominate. The City
of Fukui, Fukui Prefecture, is a contrast to Kiryu as silk weaving factories with power
6Governance of trade means designing an incentive mechanism such that a good Nash equilibrium is reached,
where honest trades are the best response to both of the buyer and the seller. Lack of governance of trade could
lead to a bad Nash equilibrium where cheating each other is the best response to both players such that trades are
actually not conducted. Aoki (2001), pp. 60-61.
7Milgrom and Roberts (1992).
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looms propagated using machine-reeled raw silk (Filature). Fukui mainly produced cheap
Habutae [a silk fabric with plain weave] which was exported to the U.S.
The silk fabric industry emerged in the mid 18th century in the Town of Kiryu, the
State of Kozuke (renamed Gunma Prefecture after the Meiji Restoration) and neighboring
area, and developed remarkably after the early 19th century, mainly stimulated by the
demand from the Shogunate Capital Yedo (renamed Tokyo).8
Raw silk was Japans most important export after Japan adopted international free trade
in 1859. Prior to the early 1880s, most of the exported raw silk was hand reeled raw silk
produced by peasants in Northern Kanto, Chubu, and Southern Tohoku. Subsequent to
the mid 1880s, exports to the U.S. increasingly constituted product from the modern silk
reeling industry, which was centered in Nagano Prefecture. This trend expanded greatly
after 1900 when railway trunk lines built in East Japan greatly facilitated the movement of
raw silk, which was now increasingly brought to supply the modern silk reeling industry.
After this period, the only areas in which traditional hand reeling dominated were Kiryu,
Maebashi, Ashikaga, and Isezaki, the district where traditional silk fabric industry still
grew (Figure 1).9
Economic historians have examined the traditional silk fabric industry in Kiryu, but
did so in relation to a national transformation to a capitalist economy. The works pub-
lished in this intellectual strain in the 1950s and 1960s presumed the putting-out system
was a backward production organization that should have been replaced by the factory
system because these works relied on Marxist single-track stage theory: the putting-out
system → the manufactory system → the factory system.10
The single-track stage theory underpinning this Marxist view implies that the adoption
of the factory system was irreversible. But in fact, at least before power looms were
equipped, the putting-out system continued to be viable and adopted.
In each region, the putting-out system and the factory system were chosen given the
conditions of the region — a choice not solely based on the newest technology.11 In the
weaving industry of Kiryu, the factory system equipped with hand looms had been chosen
to weave the luxury fabrics,12 while the putting-out system had been used for most other
8Kiryu Orimonoshi Hensankai [Editorial Committee for the History of Kiryu weaving], ed., Kiryu ori-
monoshi, jokan [The history of Kiryu weaving, vol.1], Kiryu, 1935. Ishihara (1993). The Tokugawa Shogunate
(Samurais’ government) had historically kept its stronghold in the loyalty of the lords in the East of Japan, and
Yedo in the East had been the Tokugawa Shogunate Capital (Samurais’ capital), while Kyoto in the West of Japan
has been the imperial capital. In 1868, during the Meiji Restoration, the imperial government supported by the
lords in the West defeated the Tokugawa Shogunate, occupied Yedo, and renamed it Tokyo (that literally means
the “eastern capital”).
9Nakabayashi (2003b), p. 134.
10Representative works by the traditional approach are Ichikawa (1959, 1996). A slightly modified perspec-
tive was presented by Kimura citeyearKimura:1959a,Kimura:1959b,Kimura:1960,Kimura:1963, which recog-
nized the putting-out system in Kiryu as a “decentralized manufactory.” All of these studies, however, considered
the putting-out system to be “backward” organization that should have been replaced by the “manufactory” sys-
tem and the factory system. About Ashikaga, see Kudo (1962), pp. 90-91.
11Saito (1984).
12Kimura (1959a), pp. 385-399. Kimura (1960), p. 137. Hashino (1997), pp. 15-16. Also in Ashikaga, the
luxury fabrics and the export Habutae [plain fabric] were woven in the factory system equipped with hand looms
(Wasedadaigaku Keizaishigakkai [Society for economic history, Waseda University], ed., Ashikaga orimonoshi
jokan [History of the Kiryu weaving, vol.1], Ashikaga, Ashikaga Sen-i Dogyokai [The Textile Association of
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fabrics, until the factory system were equipped with power looms for most kinds of fabrics
after the late 1910s.13 Instead of being supplanted, the putting-out system developed and
dispersed within Kiryu, especially from the 1860s to the 1900s, when the main products
of Kiryu were yarn-dyed silk fabrics14. With the spread of production of yarn-dyed silk
fabrics, the throwing process, the finishing process, and the designing process, as well as
the weaving process came to be put out. Manufacturers decreased the production inside
of their workshops and established subcontracting relations with the independent artisans.
This example suggests that the technological change induced by the change of products
to the yarn-dyed fabrics affected the change in production organization, strong evidence
against the single-track stage theory.
2 Formation of the industrial district
2.1 The silk fabric industry of Gunma Prefecture
The production of silk fabrics in Gunma Prefecture, including Kiryu, stagnated in the
1890s, decreased in the early 1900s, and then rapidly increased in the late 1900s. The
production of fabrics woven with blends of silk and cotton also increased significantly
after 1900.15
2.2 Growth of the hand silk reeling industry
The growth of the Kiryu weaving industry depended on the growth of the traditional silk
reeling (hand-reeling) in the region. Hand-reeled raw silk had been traded at Maebashi
and Omama, but after free trade began in 1859 raw silk started to be exported reducing
the supply available to Kiryu.
This reduction in supply was absorbed by increasing production of silk fabrics woven
with imported cotton yarn in the short term, and by the increase of producing hand reeled
raw silk in the region in the long term.16 From the 1860s to the early 1870s, the supply
of raw silk to Kiryu steadily decreased, so manufacturers in Kiryu adjusted by increasing
production of fabrics woven with silk-cotton blends. Since the late 1870s, the production
of hand-reeled raw silk increased in Yamada County and the raw silk was supplied to
Ashikaga], pp. 208-300. Kosho((1963, 1972)), Kawamura((1987, 1995))
13Tsujimoto (1978), p. 48. Kameda (1989), pp. 561-565. Hashino (1997).
14
“Yarn dying” means material yarn is dyed before weaving. For the luxury fabrics that were dyed after
weaving, the cleaning and finishing processes undertaken after weaving were important, and those processes
were conducted inside the manufacturers’ workshops. In contrast, in the production of the yarn-dyed fabrics,
dying, arranging warps, cleaning yarn, throwing, re-reeling, and other preparation processes were important.
Because those processes needed special skills, the craftsmen who specialized in each process were relatively
important and were organized as subcontractors by manufacturers. Kimura (1959a, 1959b, 1961), Kawamura
(1983, 1991).
15Nakabayashi (2003a), pp. 27-28, Tables 1-1, 1-2.
16Kawamura (198), p. 74. Kawamura (1983), pp. 171-178. Kawamura (1991), p. 49. Ichikawa (1996), p.
115. Kimura (1989). Kameda (1994). Nakabayashi (2003a), p. 29, Table 1-3.
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Kiryu through Omama market.17 Moreover, the Ryomo Railway connecting Kiryu with
Maebashi, a big market for raw silk, was built in the late 1890s, increasing the supply of
available raw silk. Even with these changes in supply, quality was maintained. In fact, the
hand-reeled raw silk produced in the neighboring area after 1900 was said to be the best
for hand-weaving in Kiryu,18 which meant the regional specialization had been robustly
preserved.
2.3 Trades of material
Ro [fine gauze, leno], the representative luxury silk fabric of Kiryu, which was dyed after
weaving, was produced by a special raw silk called “Omama Hiraito”19 produced only in
the Town of Omama, Yamada County, and neighboring villages. Peasants produced this
very high quality “Hiraito” to order; “Hiraito” was never traded in a market. The contin-
uous relations between manufacturer and specialized producer were vital to a supply of
the raw material for the luxury dyed-after-weaving.20
Conversely, ordinary hand-reeled raw silk was traded in the Maebashi market and the
Omama market. Weaving manufacturers purchased hand-reeled raw silk from peasants
in Yamada County and silk merchants in Maebashi through these markets. However, this
impersonal market for raw silk was faced with the difficultly in assessing the quality of
raw silk. The quality of raw silk differed, with higher qualities garnering higher market
prices, but quality could only be identified by the buyer after it was woven into a fabric.
This represented a problem for the market as a seller had an incentive to cheat buyers by
claiming that his product was of a higher quality than he knew it to be, a bad equilibrium.
To prevent such cheating, the Sericultural Association of Omama was established in the
Town of Omama in 1900, and the Sericultural Association of Maebashi was established
for the City of Maebashi in 1903.21 In the Omama market, for instance, any raw silk
17Yamada County, Gunma Prefecture, “Yamada Gun rinji noji shocasho [Special report on agriculture of
Yamada County] (compiled in Gunma Kenshi Hensan Iinkai [Editorial committee of the history of Gunma Pre-
fecture], Gunma kenshi , Shiryohen 18 [History of Gunma Prefecture, Historical Documents 18], Maebashi,
Gunma Prefecture, 1978], p. 853.
18Yasuzo Kawamoto, Shinshichi Miura, and Kenzaburo Ando, Meiji 33 nen kaki shugaku ryoko Ryomo
chiho hataorigyo chosa hokokusho [Research report of the 1900 summer field work on the Weaving industry
of Gunma Prefecture and Tochigi Prefecture], Tokyo, Koto Shogyo Gakko [Commercial College], 1901 (com-
piled in Masato Fujiwara, ed., Meiji zenki sangyo hattatsu shi shiryo bessatsu, 50-IV, [Historical documents of
industrial development in the early Meiji, special volume, 50-IV], 1969), p. 223.
19
“Hiraito” is silk yarn flatly thrown from hand-reeled raw silk threads.
20Kawamura (198), p. 61. Ryomo chiho hataorigyo chosa hokokusho, p. 224. Gunmaken sanshogyo chosakai
[Research committee for sericultural industry, Gunma Prefecture], Gunmaken orimono genkyo chosasho [Report
on the current situation of the weaving industry of Gunma Prefecture], Maebashi, the third department of Gunma
Prefecture, 1906 (compiled in Meiji zenki sangyo hattatsushi shiryo, bessatsu, 49-II, III, 1969), pp. 218-219.
Omama Sanshi Dogyo Kumiai [The Sericultural of Omama], Meiji 34 nendo Omama Sanshi Dogyo Kumiai
hokokusho [Annual report of the Sericultural Association of Omama, 1901], Omama, Omama Dogyo Kumiai,
1902, p. 4.
21Maebashi Kenshi Dogyo Kumiai [The Sericultural Association of Maebashi], Maebashi Nenshi Dogyo Ku-
miai [The Throwing Association of Maebashi], eds., Maebashi kenshi dogyo kumiai, Maebashi nenshi dogyo
kumiai, enkakushi [History of the Sericultural Association of Maebashi and the Throwing Association of Mae-
bashi], 1915 (compiled in Meiji zenki sangyo hattatsushi shiryo, bessatsu, 52-IV, 1969), p. 32. Omama Sanshi
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supplied to the market had to include the stamp that specified the producer and was ran-
domly inspected by agents of the Association. If inspection discovered an impropriety,
the cheater faced punishment by the Association. 22 Yarn-dyed fabrics were woven by or-
dinary hand-reeled raw silk, not by the special “Hiraito.” Hence the increased production
of yarn-dyed fabrics in the 1900s under the putting-out system was also supported by this
governance of trades in the regional market for raw silk.
3 The putting-out system in the development of the
Kiryu silk fabric industry
3.1 Diversified demands in the market
A list of famous silk fabrics of Kiryu written by Yasuhei Sawa, a middleman in Kiryu,
in 1873, gives an overview of the traditional products of Kiryu in the 1870s, right be-
fore synthetic dyes were introduced from Western countries (Table 1). The line of prod-
ucts varies from the traditional luxury dyed-after-weaving fabrics that includes Ryumon
[patterned fine gauze], Sa Aya [gauze], and Chirimen [crepe], to the yarn-dyed [dyed-
before-weaving] fabrics that had developed since the mid 19th century, and the fabrics
mixedly woven of silk and cotton. The luxury dyed-after-weaving fabrics were woven of
“Hiraito” produced in the Village of Omama, Yamada County, while the other yarn-dyed
fabrics and the mixedly woven fabrics were woven of ordinary hand-reeled raw silk and
cotton yarn. As well as the specialties of Kiryu, some weavers copied specialties that
originated from other weaving districts such as Nishijin of Kyoto Prefecture, Yonezawa
of Yamagata Prefecture, Chichibu of Saitama Prefecture, and Hachioji of Kanagawa Pre-
fecture. This broad list of products suggests that Kiryu manufacturers had begun efforts
to diversify their product.
Thirty years later, after 1900, the production of the yarn-dyed fabrics such as Kaiki
[lustrine], Shusu [satin], and Shuchin [satin], and the Habutae [plainly woven] increased
to a large portion, although the amount of each item greatly changed every year (Tables
2, 3, 4). The destination of the luxury dyed-after-weaving fabrics such as Ro [fine gauze,
leno] was mainly Kyoto, while the yarn-dyed fabrics such as Shusu and Shuchin were des-
tined for huge cities like Osaka and Tokyo. The yarn-dyed products contained fabrics that
were lower quality compared with the dyed-after-weaving fabrics, but the “high-quality”
Shusu was destined to Tokyo, which suggests that the yarn-dyed fabrics demanded in
huge cities were not exclusively coarse products.23
Dogyo Kumiai, Omama Sanshi Dogyo Kumiai teikan [The articles of the Sericultural Association of Omama],
Omama Sanshi Dogyo Kumiai, 1900.
22Meiji 34 nendo Omama Sanshi Dogyo Kumiai hokokusho, p. 3.
23Out of the total sales of Kiryu in 1886, 55 percent was destined to Tokyo, 17 percent to Osaka, 12 percent
to Kyoto, and 4 percent to Nagoya of Aichi Prefecture. Kiryu orimonoshi, chukan [History of the Kiryu weaving,
vol. 2], 1938, pp. 553-554. Bout in 1900, “The biggest one of domestic destinations ... is Kyoto-Osaka area,
followed by Tokyo. Out of the total domestic sales, 70 percent is to Kyoto-Osaka area and Nagoya, and 30
percent was to Tokyo, ..., the many Obi Ji [fabrics for broad sashes for kimonos], Han Eri Ji [for decorative
collars], Shusu were destined to Osaka, mainly Ro and Chirimen to Kyoto, and Shusu, Shchin and other high-
quality fabrics were to Tokyo,” Ryomo chiho kigho chosa hokokusho, p. 222.
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Generally in huge cities, especially in the Tokyo metropolitan region, mass consumers
came to demand higher-quality fabrics after the 1890s, and, responding to this trend, the
more diversified fashions composed of various materials, textures (combinations of warp
and weft), and dyes came to be supplied by weaving districts.24 Kiryu responded to this
change in demand in Osaka and Tokyo by producing more yarn-dyed fabrics such as
Shusu.
3.2 The technique of dying and the diversified products
The availability and use of power looms is also important to understand the diversification
of products. Historians of the fabric industry have devoted most attention to this matter.
Among them, Minami et al. (1982) looked at the hypothesis that power looms were hard
to apply to weaving the yarn-dyed fabrics such as patterned cloths, striped cloths, and
broad sashes, and documented that this accounted for a reason why power looms had not
been introduced into Kiryu in the early period.25 An implication of their impressive result
is that technologies for variety of products other than mechanization must be considered
since power looms were not suitable to the yarn-dyed fabrics common in Kiryu. Indeed
Tamura (2004) pointed out that the synthetic dying, not the power loom, was critically
important to realize the variety of fabrics in the traditional weaving industry.26 If the
technologies for variety of products gave more profits than those for cheaper products, it
was just natural that they took the former.
Table 5 shows the number of articles related to technique and technology of the fabric
industry on Kiryu no Kogyo [The Fabric Industry of Kiryu]27 from 1900-1903. The table
makes apparent that the articles related to designs which include dying, designing, and
texture dominated. Dying technique was for various colors, designing was for the variety
of patterns and colors, and texture was for the diversified and complicated combination
of warp and weft that resulted in different looking of the surface of cloths. This fact men-
tions that manufacturers in Kiryu were greatly interested in techniques and technology for
the variety of fabrics among the modern techniques and technologies in the early 1900s.
Exactly at that time, dying in Japanese fabric industry had almost finished transition from
natural dyes to synthetic dyes such as alizarin and aniline,28 and various techniques of
dying were tried for the variety of designs using these synthetic dyes.
Moreover, the Commercial and Industrial Association of Kiryu [Kiryu Sho Ko Dogyo
Kumiai] wanted to have an institute of research and education especially for dying, and
in response established the Textile School of the Town of Kiryu [Kiryu cho ritsu Kiryu
Orimono Gakko], a school for apprentices. This school was modified to a school classi-
fied as a secondary school, was renamed the Kiryu Textile School of Gunma [Gunma ken
Kiryu Orimono Gakko] in 1900, and was reorganized the Kiryu Textile School of Gunma
Prefecture [Gunma ken ritsu Kiryu Orimono Gakko], funded by Gunma Prefecture. The
school was integrated with the Isezaki Dying and Weaving School of Gunma Prefecture
24Tamura (2004), pp. 177-210.
25Minami et al. (1982), pp. 338-345. Makino (1984), pp. 41-43.
26Tamura (2004), pp. 133-175.
27Issued by Kiryusha, an industrial body established by weaving and dying manufacturers in 1898.
28Gunma ken orimono genkyo chosasho, p. 130.
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[Gunma ken ritstu Isezaki Sen Shoku Gakko] and to the Textile School of Gunma Prefec-
ture [Gunma ken ritsu Orimono Gakko] in 1905.29 The Textile School surveyed design
samples and dying methods in Western countries and systematically taught them. It also
affiliated a Special Program [Bekka] for craftsmen for dying and weaving that supported
their study.30 In addition, the top pages of each issue of Kiryu no Kogyo were occupied
by a few samples of synthetic dying tried by instructors and students of the school, with
explanations on how to emulate the dye procedure.
The samples on the top pages had a model. The Industrial Association of Kiryu,
[Kiryu Bussan Dogyo Kumiai] succeeded by the Textile Association of Kiryu [Kiryu Ori-
mono Dogyo Kumiai] subscribed to American and English textile journals since 1898,31
and Kiryu no Kogyo had contents similar to those of Textile Colorist, Philadelphia, a cen-
ter of the modern textile industry that pursued the variety of products, targeting the mass
consumption in the industrial society32. Diversified designs in the 1900s were not acci-
dents in the traditional industry, but the results of concerted efforts to introduce modern
synthetic dying from the Western world.
The diversity of yarn-dyed fabrics produced by the new technologies and techniques
of dying and designing also led to rapid changes in production organizations. While most
weaving manufacturers dyed their product within their workshops in 1900, it was found
that in 1904 that subcontracting independent dyers dominated.33 Instead of replacing the
putting-out system, manufacturers consistently expanded this system in Kiryu — subcon-
tracting both for dyers and weavers.
3.3 Development of the putting-out system
In Yamada County, of which a large portion is the Town of Kiryu, the number of power
looms actually decreased in the early 1910s (Table 6b), a stark contrast to the trend of
the whole Gunma Prefecture.34 Another impressive feature of Yamada County is that the
number of putting-out manufacturers dropped a half from 1905 to 1912 while the number
of subcontracting weavers increased during the same time, so that the number of subcon-
tracting weavers per putting-out manufacturer tripled (Tables 6a, 6b). This expansion of
the putting-out sector was accompanied by increased production of diversified yarn-dyed
29Gunma ken ritsu Orimono Gakko, Gunma kenritsu Orimonog Gakko ichiran [Guidebook of the Textile
School of Gunma Prefecture], Kiryu, Gunma Kenritsu Orimono Gakko, 1910, pp. 2-3. Kiryu orimono shi, gekan
[History of the Kiryu weaving, vol. 3], 1940, pp. 135-157.
30Gunma ken orimono genkyo chosasho, p. 130.
31They are now held by the department of engineering library, Gunma University, which succeeded the Textile
School.
32Scranton (1983, 1989).
33In 1900: “Dying is conducted by the special method of each weaving manufacturer so that there is not an
independent dyer.” Ryomo chiho hataorigyo chosa hokokusho, p. 228. In 1904: Putting-out [of dying] was not
conducted in Kiryu before, but these days the weaving industry has become much more complicated compared
with that in old days, hence each weaving manufacturer cannot afford to worry about dying, and improvement
in dying has become necessary, therefore independent specialized dyers have emerged.” Gunma ken orimono
genkyo chosasho, p. 88. There were 7 independent dyers, 4 of whom owned boilers for heating (Gunma ken
orimono genkyo chosasho, pp. 88-89.
34In whole Gunma Prefecture, the number of factories equipped with power looms steadily increased through
the 1900s to the early 1910s. Nakabayashi (2003a), pp.39-41, Tables 1-9 (a), 1-10 (a).
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fabrics for the mass consumption in huge cities. The expanding putting-out was thus nei-
ther a relic of the Tokugawa period nor associated with the growth from the Tokugawa
period. It was instead a new phenomenon in the early 20th century stimulated by mass
consumption, and realized with the progress of synthetic dying to diversify the product,
not with the use of power looms.35
4 Efficiency of the putting-out system and benefit of
agglomeration
4.1 The putting-out system in the Kiryu silk fabric industry
The weaving manufacturer [Motobataya] bought material yarn, and either contracted with
independent producers to weave the yarn or weaved it in its workshop. There were two
kinds of subcontractors: those who just subcontracted weaving [Chinbataya], and those
who also shared in the profit from the sales of the clothes which they wove [Shitabataya].
Subcontracting was not restricted to only weavers — there were also craftsmen/women
who subcontracted designing (making patterns), preparing looms, throwing, cleaning,
and dying. Spatially, manufacturers concentrated in the Town of Kiryu, while crafts-
men/women were both in Kiryu and the neighborhood.36 Clearly, weaving remained the
main subcontracted task.
In 1900, the subcontracting weavers who did not receive a share of the profits [Chin-
bataya] as well as weavers who shared the profits [Chinbataya] usually wove on looms
that they owned, using reeds and heddles they leased from their contracted manufacturer.
These subcontracting weavers mainly worked on yarn-dyed fabrics such as Shusu (satin)
and Kaiki (Lustrine).37
35
“In the Tenpo period [1833-1843], ..., the production of luxury patterned fabrics prospered, thus any weav-
ing manufacturer took the factory system for weaving and put out just a little production to subcontractors, ...,
however, as ordinary cloths such as Chirimen[crepe] mixedly woven silk and cotton and Men Nanbu became
more and more popular since then, the products by the factory system became those of the ruralized industry, and
the number of subcontracting weavers increased, and moreover, in the early 1880s, exactly when common cloths
for Obi [broad sashes] such as Men Shusu (cotton satin) came in, the regional textile industry experienced a big
change; the demand for the traditional luxury fabrics decreased and the supply of common products got more
and more pleased in the market from day to day, therefore the manufacturers even more and more subcontracting
weavers.” Gunma ken Naimu bu [Department of Interior, Gunma Prefecutre], Gunma ken orimonogyo enkaku
chosasho [History and overview of the weaving industry in Gunma Prefecture], Maebashi, Gunma ken Naimu
bu, 1904 (compiled in Meiji zenki sangyo hattatsushi shiryo bessatsu 48-III, 1969), p. 60.
36
“Subcontractors includes those of designing (also conducting making patterns), of preparing looms, of
weaving, of throwing, and so on. Among them, contracting weavers and throwsters prosper very well, so any
small street in Kiryu, you hear the sounds of shuttles. Also, in Nanbu Shinjuku of Kiryu, there are uncountable
throwing houses equipped with water wheels along a ditch. As well as them, seen is that ever house with a
thatched roof in the neighboring villages has a loom so that weaving is conduced.” Ryomo chiho hataorigyo
chosa hokokusho, p. 225. In Kiryu, there were 4,977 subcontractors in 1904, which included 13 designers, 65
loom preparers, 218 throwsters, 17 dyers, 4,560 weavers, 14 cleaners. Gunma ken orimono genkyo chosasho, p.
218.
37Large portion of subcontracted weaving is that of Shusu, and that of Kobai Kaiki and Mon Habutae (Plainly
patterned) is also subcontracetd. ..., generally, weaving of fabrics that do not need power looms is subcontracted,
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The putting-out system began to disperse in the mid 19th century, when yarn-dyed
fabrics came to be produced, and after the 1880s, manufacturers rapidly extended the
putting-out system in substitution of in-house production (the factory system). As seen
above, this shift was especially rapid in the late 1900s, because synthetic dying broad-
ened the variety of yarn-dyed fabrics, and their production could therefore be contracted
out efficiently. The putting-out system of Kiryu in the 1900s consisted of small work-
shops where one of the following tasks was performed: weaving, designing of patterns,
throwing, preparing, dying, and cleaning, which were networked by subcontracting.
4.2 Relationship between manufacturers and subcontracting
weavers
Two benefits of the putting-out system for the manufacturer have been identified previ-
ously: namely that the manufacturer can shift the risk of fluctuating market demand to
the subcontractor, and that the manufacturer can utilize cheap slack labors in a peasant
family by subcontracting. However, although these sound reasonable, if they are true they
should hold regardless of the specific historical conditions of a region. These benefits
therefore can not explain why the putting-out system of Kiryu rapidly expanded in the
1900s, nor why expensive yarn-dyed fabrics as well as cheap ones were subcontracted
after 1900. Contrastingly, there were also costs of the putting-out system. Opportunis-
tic behaviors of subcontractors — such as embezzlement of material yarn or production
of lower than contracted quality — were costs to the manufacturers and discouraged the
use of subcontracting by them.38 Indeed some manufacturers in Kiryu complained about
subcontractors’ opportunistic behaviors as “dishonest” trades. Against those “dishon-
est” trades, the Textile Association of Kiryu [Kiryu Orimono Dogyo Kumiai] reached
an agreement to collectively punish “dishonest” subcontractors, although the cooperation
among the manufacturers did not really work.39
Given that manufacturers expanded the putting-out system rather than the factory sys-
tem in Kiryu, these manufacturers must have somehow mitigated the problem of “dis-
honest” trades, allowing them to profitably take advantage of the putting-out system. It
is important for our inquiry to understand the real relationship between manufacturers
and subcontractors, going beyond the comments of some manufacturers in the media and
official reports.
To tackle the “dishonest” trades problem, Kiryu no Kogyo [The Industry of Kiryu]
had kept the “column of subcontractors” that described the name of each subcontractor,
the name of manufacturer with whom the subcontractor traded, and the evaluation of the
subcontractor by the manufacturer, on every issue since 1903 (Appendix). As shown from
those descriptions, a considerable share of manufacturers had a few subcontractors with
whom they had conducted business for more than 10, or even 30 years. Moreover, some
manufacturers had special subcontracting weavers who specialized in Shusu (satin), Kaiki
and only reeds and heddles are leased to subcontractors, to make them weave by their own looms. ..., Some time
looms are leased. As usually seen in other textile regions, prepared warp with weft is handed.” Ryomo chiho
hataorigyo chosa hokokusho, p. 225.
38Landes (1986). Saito and Abe (1987).
39Gunmaken orimonogyo enkaku chosasho, p. 61. Kiryu orimonoshi, vol. 3, 477.
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(Lustrine), Moroito Ori, or other kinds of fabrics for a long time, and these manufacturers
asked their special subcontractors to weave product when they needed special products
for the “exhibitions” and “fairs,” or when they wanted to have the “best quality” silk wo-
ven. In addition, some subcontractors kept long histories of transactions, passing them on
to their children, who also were weavers. An important point to observe is that manufac-
turers who had kept a long history of good relations with special subcontractors also had
good relations with new subcontractors.
A continuous relationship between the manufacturer and the subcontractor can be
sufficient to avoid “dishonest” trades even when monitoring is imperfect. For this to
occur, their relationship must be repeated and long lasting, both parties must want to
maximize profits and must care about receiving these profits for the long-term. If these
conditions hold, it is possible that the loss of the gains from the relationship deters the
subcontractor from “dishonest” trade.40 If the manufacturer pursues the one-shot profit
by opportunistically exploiting the subcontractor, or if the subcontractor pursues the one-
shot profit by opportunistically cheating the manufacturer, each would lose the long-term
larger benefit that would obtain if trade were honest. This fact gives both sides a strong
incentive to keep mutual prosperity.41 Therefore, there did not exist any problem between
the competitive manufacturers who produced high-quality yarn-dyed fabrics and their
core subcontractors, as their relationship was long lived. The “dishonest” trades seem to
have happened to the manufacturers who avoided long-term trades with subcontractors
and did not or could not pay sufficient weaving fees to subcontractors.42 Complaints
about “dishonest” trades from some manufacturers were actually death cries of losing
manufacturers.
Related to this point, Matsumura (2002) clarified that the manufacturers failed to col-
lectively act to deter “dishonest” trades by subcontractors. As Matsumura (2002) men-
tions, the deterrence of “dishonest” trades was possible only by the continuous relation
between the competitive manufacturers who successfully developed new products and
their subcontractors. In other words, the collective governance of trades among the man-
ufacturers was not effective, while the individualist governance of trades was dominant,
which explains the exit of less efficient manufacturers in the early 1900s.
Another point is that many of the core subcontractors of large manufacturers were
male, or couples, suggesting that they were specialized full-time weavers, not part-time
weavers. Some of them were sufficiently specialized as to own 3-4 looms. The shift from
the part-time weaving to the full-time weaving continued into the 1910s.43
40Fringe benefits in kind are sometimes called “embezzlement” trades, but this naming is misleading. As long
as the manufacturer observes the benefit, it is neither opportunistic nor a “dishonest” trade. In many situations,
the manufacturers seem to be able to infer if the manufacturers are “honest” of “dishonest.” In those situations,
“embezzlement” actually does not happen. Although many works such as Landes (1986) have pointed out
“embezzlement” in the putting-out system, it is not clear if this was a serious issue.
41Under these conditions, conducting “honest” trades could be a subgame perfect equilibrium (s stronger
concept of Nash equilibrium).
42Gunma ken orimonogyo enkaku chosasho, p. 64. Ryomo chiho hataorigyo chosa hokokusho, pp. 226-227.
43In Kiryu, the subcontracting weavers who have been a part-time weavers are changing to full-time weavers
because the income from weaving is increasing by the prosperity of the weaving industry, so that the area where
subcontracting weavers live is expanding to whole Yamada County, Nitta County, ..., Sawa County, ..., Tochigi
Prefecture, and to Saitama Prefecture.” Tokyo Zeimu Kantokukyoku [The Tax Office of Tokyo], Orimono seisan
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Therefore, core subcontractors were not “dishonest” or part-time subcontractors, as
has been assumed in the literature. The competitive manufacturers had long-term rela-
tions that were more than 10 years with many full-time subcontractors, each of whom
specialized in weaving a few kinds of fabrics. The number of subcontractors per manu-
facturers was about 20 (Tables 6a, 6b), and generally each subcontractor had transactions
with only a few manufacturers — hence an average manufacturer is thought to have or-
ganized a few dozen subcontracting weavers. The putting-out system in Kiryu was thus
based on a long-term relationship between a core of full-time specialized weavers and a
few manufacturers.
4.3 Flexibility of production and efficiency of agglomeration
Then what were the benefits of the putting-out system for competitive manufacturers? A
benefit of the putting-out system was in that “it is not necessary to newly train weavers
when the kinds of fabrics are changed,” — a flexibility in the kinds of fabrics, as well
as a flexibility in the scale of business.44 Flexibility seems to have been important to
competitive manufacturers.
As shown on Table 4, the fluctuations in production of each fabric were considerably
large, and the designs of each fabric changed often due to changing fashions. Under such
a situation, it was not economical for a manufacturer to train and maintain all skilled
weavers within his factory. On the other hand, each weaver specialized in some kinds
of fabrics (Appendix).45 Thus, a manufacturer could realize a varied lineup of fabrics at
lower cost by organizing several subcontracting weavers skilled in a few specialties and
maintaining them by means of a long-term relationship. Also, subcontracting weavers
can reduce the risk associated with fluctuating demand by planning production with each
manufacturer and keeping relations with a few manufacturers, not with only one manu-
facturer. Indeed in Kiryu, subcontracting was generally not exclusive so that each subcon-
tractor was allowed to enter in contracts with other manufacturers. This type of contract
was preferred also by manufacturers because “changes” in the fashion were considerable
in the industry.46
The designs of fabrics are determined by the combination of dying material yarn,
throwing, designing, texture, finishing, and so on. If the extension of the putting-out in
1900s meant the development of the production organization that realized flexible diver-
sification of fabrics, the putting-out system should be seen in each of throwing, designing,
and finishing. Kameda (2000) and Hashino (2005) find facts consistent with this infer-
ence. Sadakichi Goto, the manufacturer they studied, had produced Obi (broad sashes)
until the end of the 1890s. In the 1900s, however, this manufacturer diminished the pro-
duction of Obi, and increased the production of cloths for kimonos, for which the weaving
was put in the charge of subcontractors. Moreover, he extended subcontracting transac-
oyobi torihiki chosa [Survey of the production and transaction of fabrics], 1920 (compiled in Meiji zenki sangyo
hattatsushi shiryo bessatsu 53-IV, p. 134.
44Gunmaken orimonogyo enkaku chosasho, p. 61. Kiryu orimonoshi, vol. 3, p. 477.
45
“Each weaver is specialized in a specific kind of fabric by special skill,” Ryomo chiho hataorigyo chosa
hokokusho, p. 228.
46Gunma ken orimono enkaku chosasho, pp. 64-72.
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tions with throwsters, cleaners, and dyers. He also conducted many trades with them in
a year, each of on a small scale. These transactions suggest that he chose the putting-out
system for a flexibility and variety of fabrics, instead of the factory system.47 After World
War I, when the product market, the labor market, and the production technology all had
drastically changed, Goto went back to the factory system, and introduced power looms
into his factory.48
From 1880 to the 1900s, when production of the yarn-dyed fabrics developed, manu-
facturers catered to new demands by offering new designs, and flexibly responded to the
fashion in the market. A flexible production organization is desirable under these market
conditions. The putting-out system at that time was such an organization: it provided ge-
ographically concentrated specialized subcontractors with long-term relations with man-
ufacturers who could be contracted based on changing market demands. Skilled full-time
craftsmen/women were preferred as core subcontractors to cheap part-time workers by
competitive manufacturers there. Further, as manufacturers had to adjust to fluctuations
in fashion, the benefit of in-house specialized workers and production became smaller, re-
gardless whether their products were high or low-quality. Thus, manufacturers who were
competitive diminished the production in their factories, and organized weavers skilled in
specific fabrics as subcontractors. Under competitive pressures (mainly for variety), the
manufactures who could not offer novelties exited, and skilled weavers concentrated with
the competitive manufacturers. Therefore, the putting-out system worked to exploit the
benefits of agglomeration from flexibly organizing each process of the silk fabric industry.
Until the 1910s, power looms could not be used in the weaving of yarn-dyed fab-
rics with varied designs due to their technological limitations. Given this technological
constraint, the putting-out system was chosen as it was the least expensive production
organization given the combination of weaving by hand looms and dying using synthetic
dyes. The putting-out system was advantageous in Kiryu because of the concentration of
skilled workers and the “flexibility of production” by the “flexible specialization”49
During the Tokugawa Period, consumers of Ro [fine gauze, leno] — the representative
luxury fabric of Kiryu — were not the general public. Not until the late 19th century when
yarn-synthetically-dyed fabrics with varied designs were offered at reasonable prices did
the mass consumption of silk fabrics occur. While the rich bought the luxury Ro from
long-established boutiques, the new consumers bought articles which matched the fashion
and their taste in general department stores. In this transition and expansion, the putting-
out system is thought to have efficiently adjusted to the style of consumption.
Keeping this point in mind, we should mention the implication of the “flexibility” of
Kiryu in the early 20th century was a little different from that of Lyons in the middle 19th
century.50 The efficiency realized in Lyons was that for haute couture that was consumed
by the very rich sensitive to the mode in Paris. The consumers of Kiryu fabrics in the
1890s to the 1900s were the upper part of the mass in huge cities.51 The modernization
of dying and designing with the putting-out system allowed lower prices of the yarn-dyed
47Kameda (2000), pp. 44-45. Nakabayashi (2003a), pp. 48-49, Tables 1-11, 1-12.
48Hashino (2005).
49Piore and Sable (1984).
50Cottereau (1997).
51Tamura (2004).
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fabrics, which created the mass consumption.
5 Concluding remarks
The technological progress in Kiryu existed in synthetic dying and systematic design-
ing from the 1890s to the 1900s. Neither the large factory system nor the putting-out
system consisting of organized unskilled part-time weavers was desirable there. Manu-
facturers organized weavers skilled in some specialties as core subcontractors, and traded
with skilled dyers and skilled throwsters who were desirable for the designs targeted. The
putting-out system that flexibly organized skilled craftsmen/women in long-term relation-
ships was chosen for the yarn-dyed fabrics given the technology of synthetic dying. In
addition, the regional market around Kiryu of material yarn was well-organized, which
supported the weaving and dying processes. The production system optimally organized
from the upstream to the downstream, enabling the industry to grow with the new demand
from the emerging masses in big cities such as Tokyo.
However, the mass consumption of fabrics that producers in Kiryu responded to was
not a specific phenomenon of Japan, nor was the benefit of agglomeration in Japan and
Europe. For instance, in the 1900s, the fabric industry in New York and New Jersey
created the demand of mass consumption by offering varied goods. A considerable part
of the production was conducted by the putting-out system that organized women and
children of families in the City —called tenement homework.52 The manufacturing in-
dustries in the 20th century industrial societies pursued the same goal, namely, the flexible
supply of varied products for mass consumption. The paths to the goal, however, were
varied among industries in respective societies. The comparative analysis of them in the
micro-level is left as an exciting research agenda.
52Hindman (2002), pp. 187-212.
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Table 2  Main fabrics produced in Kiryu, 1904-1905.
Name of fabric Kinds of material Material yarn
Habutae (Plain weave) Silk Raw silk
Mon Habutae (Patterned) Silk Raw silk
Aya Habutae (Twilled) Silk Raw silk
Shike Ori Silk Raw silk/ Dupion silk of Maebashi
Mon Shike Ori Silk Raw silk/ Dupion silk of Maebashi
Ro Ori (Gauze (leno)) Silk Hiraito of Omama
Nanako Ori Silk Raw silk
Chirimen Ori (Crepe) Silk Hand reeled raw silk of Omama
Ro Chirimen (Crepe gauze (leno)) Silk Hiraito  of Omama
Muffler
Mon Lace (Patterned lace) Silk Raw silk
Rinzu Ori  (Figured Satin) Silk Raw silk
Sa Aya Ji Ori  (Twilled gauze) Silk Raw silk
Kanko Chirimen Ori  (Crepe) Mixture of silk and cotton Raw silk/ Cotton yarn
Men Yoko Shusu  (Satin with cotton weft) Mixture of silk and cotton Raw silk/ Cotton yarn
Neri Orimono  (Fabric woven degumed raw silk) Silk Raw silk
Ito Ori Silk Raw silk
Ichi Raku Ito Ori Silk Raw silk
Futsu Ito Ori Silk Raw silk
Kohaku Ori  (Taffeta) Silk Raw silk
Futsu Kohaku Ori  (ReversibleLoosely woven taffetaSilk Raw silk
Omeshi Chirimen  (Crepe) Silk Raw silk
Futsu Omeshi  (Reversible figured crepe) Silk Raw silk
Kanko Shusu  (Satin) Mixture of silk and cotton Raw silk/ Cotton yarn
Atsuita Ori Silk Raw silk
Shuchin Obi Ji  (Satin for broad sashes) Silk Raw silk
Shima Ro  (Striped gauze) Silk Raw silk
Fushi Ito Ori Silk Dupion silk
Kabe Ito Ori Silk Dupion silk
Donsu Ura Ji  (Satin damask) Silk Dupion silk
Men Shuchin  (Satin woven of silk and cotton) Mixture of silk and cotton Raw silk/ Cotton yarn
Yamabuki Ori Mixture of silk and cotton Raw silk/ Cotton yarn
Men Men Shusu  (Cotton satin) Cotton Cotton yarn
Men Men Shuchin  (Cotton satin) Cotton Cotton yarn
Aya Ito Ori Cotton Cotton yarn
Usu Kohaku Ori  (Taffeta) Silk Raw silk
Taffeta Silk Raw silk
Mon Taffeta  (Patterned taffeta) Silk Raw silk
Mon Donsu Ori (Patterned damask) Silk Raw silk
Aya Ginu  (Twilled silk) Silk Raw silk
Kaiki  (Lustrine) Silk Raw silk
Shusu Sode Ura  (Satin) Silk Raw silk
Kobai Kaiki  (Lustrine) Mixture of silk and cotton Raw silk/ Cotton yarn
Krami Ori Ire Kobai Kaiki (Lustrine) Mixture of silk and cotton Raw silk/ Cotton yarn
Source : Gunmaken Naimubu (Department of the interior, Gunma
Prefecture), Gunmaken orimonogyo genkyo chosasho  (Report on the
current situataion of the weaving industry in Gunma prefecture),
Gunmaken Naimubu, 1904, pp. 39-67. 
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